### Keepers 101 Chart—Blank

#### Common Errors
- They're
- Proof
- There
- Proof
- Their
- Proof
- You're
- Proof
- Your
- Proof
- We're
- Proof
- Were
- Proof
- Where
- Proof
- Already
- Proof
- All ready
- Proof
- All right
- Proof
- Used to
- Proof
- Me/I
- Proof
- S/V Agr
- Proof

#### Parts of Speech
- Nouns
- Verbs
- Adjectives
- Adverbs
- Pronouns
- Prepositions
- Interjections
- Conjunctions
  - FANBOYS (AAAWWUBIS)
  - AAAWWUBIS

#### Verbals
- Participial phrases
- Infinitives
- Gerunds

#### Punctuation
- Commas in a series
- Apostle in contractions
- Commas in a letter
- Apostle in possessions (Singular)
- Commas in appositives
- Apostle in possessions (Plural)
- Commas after beginning phrases/clauses
- No apostrophes on plurals
- Commas before ending phrases/clauses
- No apostrophes in verbs ending in "s"
- Commas with direct address
- Quotations: question marks inside
- Commas in a date
- Quotations: ending in punctuation
- Commas between city and state
- Hyphenated adjectives
- Colons
- Punctuating dialogue: chicken dance

#### Sentence Wringer
1. Statement?
2. Verb?
3. How many? Joined how?
   - no
   - yes

#### Spelling Rules
- Silent E
- Less Proof
- Words ending in Y
- Fewer Proof
- Words ending in consonants
- Lie Proof
- I before E
- Lay Proof
- Ce/cl/ge/gi
- Should've Proof
- Accept Proof
- Except Proof
- Ce/cl/ge/gi
- Letter closing
- First words in sentences
- First words in quotations
- Loose Proof
- Lose Proof
- Affect Proof
- Effect Proof
- Proper nouns
- Proper adjectives
- Religions
- Titles

#### Capitalization
- Initials: AAWWUBIS
- Pitchforking
- Nouns
- Verbs
- Adjectives
- Adverbs
- Pronouns
- Prepositions
- Interjections
- Conjunctions
- FANBOYS (AAAWWUBIS)

---